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Above are several pounds of Van Aken clay

Oil based clay is the best clay for animation. The best brand is called Van Aken. Van Aken clays
come in many colors, is very inexpensive, is animation proven and non toxic. Making new colors
out of existing colors from this brand is extremely simple to do. All you will need is a double
boiler, a large piece of plastic wrap, and a spatula.

First, boil some water in the double boiler, and place the base color clay you want to change the
color of, in the top pot. Once it is fully melted, place different colors of small pieces of clay into
the pot to modify the base color. Keep mixing until the clay is completely fluid, and adjust the
colors accordingly. Next, place a long piece of plastic wrap on a level table top.
When you have the color clay you want, pour the still melted clay on the plastic wrap slowly,
until it is all out of the pot. Any clay left in the pot should be quickly rubbed out with a paper
towel so the next time you mix clay in your pot, the new colors wont mix with the old colors. One
word of advice when doing this, is to make sure you have plenty of fresh air in your house
because the oil can evaporate into the air and make you sick. Also, melted clay can stick to you
if it is spilled on your skin, and will burn. Trust me, I have done it a few times and it hurts quite
nicely. So use common sense, or ask an adult for help.
*If your in the UK get Newplast clay - however you can't melt it. See the supply links page here
for suppliers.
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